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Abstract/Résumé 
 
We study the robustness of reputation management systems against distortions in rating 
behavior. In a laboratory trust experiment with reputation management, we mimic a positive bias 
by exclusively offering the option to rate positively or to give no rating. As predicted by 
theoretical considerations, this bias leads to significantly less trust than a system that additionally 
offers a negative rating option. A system relying solely on negative ratings does not have such an 
adverse effect. This highlights the importance of negative ratings for the effectiveness of 
reputation systems. 
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1. Introduction 

Many (online-) markets like, for example, eBay, Marketplace at Amazon, Airbnb, or Uber rely on 

reputation systems allowing potential buyers of goods and services to be informed of the 

experiences that other customers have had with the respective seller. Reputation systems thus 

permit sellers to build a reputation of trustworthiness and gain trust with potential customers. 

Increased trust and trustworthiness in a market is likely to lead to more trade. From a theoretical 

perspective, reputation systems can be implemented to reduce inefficiencies that occur due to moral 

hazard in markets with asymmetric information (e.g., Bar-Isaac and Tadelis, 2008). Experimental 

research (e.g., Keser, 2003; Boero et al., 2009; Masclet and Pénard, 2012; Lumeau et al., 2015;) 

provides evidence for the power of reputation systems to enhance both investment and relative 

return in the “trust game” introduced by Berg et al. (1995). Still, in practice there are many open 

questions with respect to the design of efficient reputation systems (see Swamynathan et al., 2010, 

and Josang and Golbeck, 2009, for overviews).  

One important issue is an apparent inflation toward favorable evaluations. Some unsatisfied buyers 

do not rate negatively, although they have the option to do so. This distortion toward positive 

ratings is a frequently observed phenomenon in (online)-reputation systems (see Tadelis, 2016, for 

a review).1 Dellarocas and Wood (2008) and Bolton et al. (2013) find that some dissatisfied buyers 

do not rate negatively, when they must fear the seller’s retaliation. Even without the possibility to 

directly retaliate, Nosko and Tadelis (2015) report a mismatch between the share of negative ratings 

and the relatively much higher share of complaints by buyers on eBay. Fradkin et al. (2017) find 

that 20 percent of Airbnb guests, who privately state that they would not recommend a host, still 

give a favorable public rating.  

On some markets, a distortion toward positive ratings might be even exogenously caused by the 

design of the reputation systems. Li et al. (2016) describe that not providing a rating on the Chinese 

online-market Taobao is automatically interpreted as a positive evaluation. Social networks such 

as Facebook, Instagram and Twitter use “likes” or “hearts” as recommendations, but do not offer 

 
1 Likewise, in education, a grade inflation with a trend toward a higher share of good grades is apparent 
(e.g., Jewell at al., 2013). 
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a direct opportunity to show dislike.2 In general, the giving of prizes and awards may be seen as 

the attribution of (mostly) positive evaluations.   

The aim of our research is to analyze the effects that a positive (or negative) bias might have on 

trust and trustworthiness. We design a controlled laboratory experiment to measure if and how 

distortions built into the design of the rating system impact the effectiveness of the system to inform 

trustors and discipline trustees. Our experiment is based on the trust-and-reputation-management 

game introduced by Keser (2003). Trustors (which may represent customers of an online market) 

are invited to rate the trustees (sellers) after having interacted with them. In each of 20 periods, a 

trustor is randomly matched with a trustee under the constraint that a trustor never meets the same 

trustee more than once in a row. All the ratings that a trustee has received are made public to future 

trustors. Trustees are not informed about their reputation score. 

In our baseline treatment POSNEG, participants can decide between a positive, a negative, or a no 

rating option. In treatment POS, we censor rating options to the positive and the no rating option. 

This mimics a positive bias that might, for example, be statistically induced by a high 

(nonmonetary) cost of giving a negative rating, or, by a system that by design is relying solely on 

positive evaluations. In our third treatment, NEG, rating options are censored to the negative and 

the no rating option. POS and NEG induce structural biases. 

As predicted by our theoretical argumentation, we find that the structural positive bias in the 

reputation system leads to inefficiencies: trust is significantly lower in POS than in the baseline 

treatment POSNEG. It is also significantly lower than in NEG. We observe no significant 

difference in trust between NEG and POSNEG. Trustworthiness is significantly higher in NEG 

than in POS. The trustworthiness in POSNEG does not differ significantly from the trustworthiness 

in POS or NEG. Finally, the structural positive bias leads to lower payoffs for trustors and thus a 

greater inequality between market sides. 

 

 

 
2 In 2016, Facebook introduced the option to react with a sad or an angry emoji. In 2018 it was announced 
that a ‘downvote’ button would be tested. Neither of these changes introduces a dislike button that would 
directly oppose the “like” reaction. 
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2. Experimental design and hypotheses 

The design of our computerized laboratory experiment is based on Keser (2003). Pairs of trustors 

and trustees interact in a repeated trust game (Berg et al., 1995) with random strangers matching 

(Andreoni, 1988). Participant roles do not alter during the experiment. In each of 20 rounds, trustors 

and trustees are endowed with 10 experimental currency units (ECU) each. They decide 

sequentially. In the first of three decision stages, trustors have the opportunity to send any share of 

their individual endowment (restricted to integer amounts between zero and the endowment) to the 

trustee they are matched with. By allowing for investments of zero, we give trustors the opportunity 

to refrain from interacting with trustees. Any positive amount sent is tripled by the experimenter. 

This represents a situation in which investments are beneficial from a societal perspective. In the 

second decision stage, the trustees may return any share of the amount received (restricted to 

integer amounts between zero and the tripled amount invested by the trustor). In the third stage, 

those trustors that have invested positive amounts in the first stage are requested to rate the 

trustworthiness of their trustee with respect to the amount returned. If no investment has been made, 

the system automatically records that no rating is given. A summary of all the received ratings will 

be visible to a trustee’s future interaction partners, when they make their investment decisions. 

After every round, trustors and trustees are re-matched. The matching protocol satisfies the 

constraint that no pair is interacting more than once in a row, but is random otherwise. This implies 

that the strangers matching is imperfect since two players can meet again in a later period.3 

With respect to the rating system we consider three treatments: POSNEG, POS and NEG. In our 

baseline treatment POSNEG, trustees can give a positive, a negative or no rating. This treatment is 

comparable to the system used by Keser (2003). A trustor is informed of the number of rounds in 

which the trustee received a positive rating, a negative rating or no rating, respectively. To enhance 

intuitive understanding, a positive rating is represented by a smiling face and a negative rating by 

a frowning face.  The information on the number of no ratings does not differentiate between 

rounds where no investment was made and rounds where no rating was given. Taking into account 

the findings of Lumeau et al. (2015) and Boero et al. (2009) that trustees even react to ratings that 

are never communicated to other trustors or ratings that are communicated to trustors only after 

 
3 We acknowledge that we cannot entirely rule out that trustors use strategies trying to identify the trustee 
they are currently paired with. 
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they have made their investment decision, we attempt to isolate the pure reputation effect by not 

informing trustees about the ratings received.  

In the POS treatment, we censor the reputation system to the options positive rating or no rating. 

Since we do not allow for negative ratings in this treatment, the no rating option will have to cover 

both the neutral and the negative experiences. Analogously, we censor the rating options to a 

negative rating or no rating in NEG. The no rating option will have to cover both the neutral and 

positive experiences. All participants, including the trustees, are informed of the reputation system 

that is applied.  

Our experimental design warrants three comments. First, we refrain from allowing trustees to rate 

trustors, in order to prevent the distorting influence of a fear of retaliation. Second our treatment 

design could be interpreted as framing. It might be argued that the reputation systems in POS and 

NEG convey similar information under distinct frames. The frame itself might already impact 

behavior.4 However, our treatment variation is more than a mere change in the frame. For the 

exhibited number of no ratings in POS, neutral evaluations are merged with automatically 

generated no ratings as well as with negative assessments. Similarly, neutral evaluations are 

merged with automatically generated no ratings as well as with positive assessments in NEG. 

Hence, participants in POS are not unequivocally informed about negative evaluations, while those 

in NEG are not unequivocally informed about positive evaluations. The exhibited number of no 

ratings provides little information by itself and cannot be interpreted as the direct counterpart to 

the number of positive or negative ratings, respectively. The third comment is that since in POS 

the no rating option will have to cover both the neutral and the negative experiences, we expect a 

lower threshold for giving a positive rating in POS than in POSNEG. This might create a positive 

statistical bias in ratings. Analogously, since in NEG the no rating option will have to cover both 

the neutral and the positive experiences, we expect a higher threshold for giving a negative rating 

in NEG than in POSNEG. This might create a negative statistical bias in ratings. 

Analyzing our finitely repeated trust game with reputation management by backward induction, 

the subgame-perfect-equilibrium solution predicts no transactions and thus no ratings. Hence, 

variations of the reputation management system would make no difference. The trust game 

 
4 In a contract framework, for example, Imas, Sadoff, and Samek (2017) observe higher effort under loss 
than under gain contracts, whereas Quidt et al. (2017) find no significant framing effect. 
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represents a social dilemma: while individual rationality leads to zero investment by the trustor, 

collective rationality would require in each round the full investment of the trustor’s endowment. 

Indeed, the experimental results of Berg et al. (1995) and others (see Johnson and Mislin, 2011, for 

a meta study) show that, even in one-shot games, most trustors do invest and many trustees return 

positive amounts. Bolton et al. (2005), for example, argue that such behavior might be due to 

limitations in people’s ability to conduct backward induction. A number of experimental studies 

suggest, however, that the trustees’ return transfers might be explained by other-regarding motives 

(e.g., Ashraf et al., 2006) and/or (intention-based) reciprocity (e.g., McCabe et al., 2003; Van den 

Bos et al., 2009). In other words, due to internalized social norms and values, trustees might derive 

more utility from reciprocating trust than from abusing trust. If we assume that with some 

probability a trustee is such a trustworthy type, trustors decide in a game with incomplete 

information. The trustors’ decision to trust will, among others, depend on their willingness to 

assume social risks. Bohnet et al. (2004), for example, identify betrayal aversion in a binary-choice 

trust game.   

Trust and trustworthiness can be sustained as an equilibrium outcome in infinitely repeated trust 

games with discounting (e.g., Kreps, 1990; Gibbons, 2001). Camerer and Weigelt (1988), Neral 

and Ochs (1992), Anderhub, Engelmann and Güth (2002), Brandts and Figueras (2003) as well as 

Grosskopf & Sarin (2010) theoretically and experimentally investigate finitely repeated binary-

choice trust games with incomplete information. These studies consider reputation building 

equilibria similar to the models by Kreps and Wilson (1982) and Milgrom and Roberts (1982) for 

the chain-store game (Selten, 1978). The basic idea behind this approach is simple: if some trustees 

are intrinsically trustworthy, it might be profitable for untrustworthy trustees to build a reputation 

of being trustworthy at least until the final rounds of the game. 

Similar reasoning applies, when we add a reputation system to the finitely repeated trust game 

among strangers. The reputation system offers trustees the opportunity to signal or at least pretend 

to be of a reciprocal and trust-honoring type. If trustors can be expected to consider these signals 

when making their investment decisions, having a good reputation has a strategic value to the 

trustee. Note that the modelling of this situation as a game with incomplete information is very 

complex, requires a number of strong assumptions and provides multiple equilibria. The 
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Assume that, in the core relationship presented in Figure 1, the existence of a reputation 

management system has a strategic signaling value to the trustee. It directly affects the trustee’s 

trustworthiness and, implicitly, the trustor’s trust. Let us now consider how particular aspects of 

the reputation management system (as in POS, NEG and POSNEG) affect trustworthiness. 

With respect to reputation giving, assume some threshold strategy as mentioned above. Trustors 

expect a minimum trustworthiness for a positive rating, as well as they expect a certain minimum 

in order not to give a negative rating. Thus, in POS there is a unique threshold for giving a positive 

rating, in NEG there is a unique threshold for not giving a negative rating, while in POSNEG the 

trustors decide based on two thresholds. Assume that the trustees anticipate this kind of behavior 

(without knowing the exact thresholds) and care for their ratings.  

Comparing POS and POSNEG, the threshold strategy assumption implies that positive rating is 

one out of three potential reputation labels in POSNEG, where neutral and negative evaluations are 

strictly separated. A positive rating is probably more difficult to get in POSNEG than in POS (i.e., 

the threshold is higher in POSNEG than in POS), since in POS there exists only one other 

reputation label that comprises both neutral and negative evaluation. This relates to our argument 

given above for a positive statistical rating bias in POS. Consider now that, if a trustee receives a 

positive rating in an encounter it increases her/his overall reputation; if a trustee receives a negative 

rating in an encounter it decreases her/his reputation. In POSNEG, a trustee can receive both 

positive ratings and negative ratings. This means that if she/he receives a positive rating in one 

period, this positive signal to the trustors might be neutralized by a negative rating in a following 

period (for a better intuition, consider eBay’s reputation score based on a “+1” for each positive 

rating and a “-1” for each negative rating). In contrast, in POS, once the trustee receives a positive 

rating, it cannot be neutralized any more: her/his overall reputation will remain positive until the 

end of the experiment.5 For this reason, we might expect (at least until the final periods) more 

continual eagerness to receive a good rating in POSNEG than in POS. Together with the above 

threshold argument,  this suggests overall higher trustworthiness in POSNEG than in POS.  

In analogy to the difference between POS and POSNEG, we expect a higher threshold for not 

receiving a negative rating in NEG than in POSNEG. Additionally, consider that in NEG, once the 

 
5 Furthermore, recall that in our experiment the reception of no rating does not reveal whether the trustor 
did choose to give no rating or was not allowed to rate after having invested zero. 
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trustee receives a negative rating, it cannot be neutralized any more in that her/his overall 

reputation remains negative until the end of the experiment. Thus, we expect (1) that trustees might 

care almost as much about avoiding a negative rating in NEG as they care about receiving a positive 

rating in POSNEG, which (given the thresholds) reflects in their trustworthiness. At the same time, 

we expect (2) that in NEG the eagerness to avoid a negative rating is more persistent than the 

eagerness to receive a positive rating in POSNEG. Thus, overall, we do not expect significant 

differences in trustworthiness between POSNEG and NEG. 

By transitivity, it follows that we should expect NEG to lead to more trustworthiness than POS. 

This is in keeping with empirical evidence by Shankar (2015), who finds that users at the online 

knowledge exchange Stack Overflow (a question-and-answers site for programmers) react more 

strongly, in terms of the quantity of contributions, to downvotes than to upvotes received to their 

answers. Similarly, Standifird (2001) and Lucking-Reiley et al. (2007) find a stronger impact of 

negative ratings than of positive ratings on prices on eBay. Finally, studies in psychology provide 

evidence for a fear of negative evaluation (Watson and Friend, 1969) and, in general, a stronger 

psychological effect of bad than of good events and information (Baumeister et al., 2001).  

Reconsidering the core relationship presented in Figure 1, we assume that trustworthiness 

determines reputation. Reputation, in turn, determines trust. Therefore, we argue that trust shows 

the same pattern as trustworthiness. Thus, we hypothesize to find higher trust and 

trustworthiness in POSNEG than in POS, similar trust and trustworthiness in POSNEG and 

NEG, and higher trust and trustworthiness in NEG than in POS. 

To test these hypotheses, we conducted our experiment in the period from 2016 to 2018 in the 

Göttingen Laboratory of Behavioral Economics at the University of Göttingen, Germany. 

Recruitment was done via ORSEE (Greiner, 2015). The experiment was programmed using z-Tree 

(Fischbacher, 2007). All instructions were read aloud by the same experimenter in all sessions. The 

instructions can be found in the Appendix. In total, 300 individuals participated in 21 sessions. For 

treatments POS and NEG, we collected the data of nine independent populations with ten 

participants (five trustors and five trustees) each. For POSNEG we collected data of twelve 

independent populations. Every session was concluded by a questionnaire. The average age of the 
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participants was around 24 and approximately 53 percent of them were female.6 Each ECU earned 

during the experiment was converted to 0.03 euros. On average, participants stayed about 75 

minutes in the laboratory and were paid around 14 euros, including a show-up fee of 4 euros. 

 

3. Results 

We denote the Wilcoxon rank-sum test as rank-sum test and the Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-

rank test as signed-rank test. Unless stated otherwise, we base the non-parametric tests on 

population averages, i.e., on nine or twelve observations per treatment. All tests are two-sided and 

we require p = 0.05 for significance. 

3.1. Trust 

Trust is measured by the investments of trustors. Comparing the amounts invested between 

treatments, we find evidence for an adverse impact of the structural positive bias. Table 1 conveys 

that average investments are lower in POS than in POSNEG. The decrease in trust of 14 percent is 

statistically significant (rank-sum test, p = 0.033). Furthermore, the average investments are 

significantly lower in POS than in NEG (rank-sum test, p = 0.012). The reputation system in NEG 

performs slightly better than the unrestricted system in POSNEG but the difference is statistically 

not significant (rank-sum test, p = 0.749). Hence, we find evidence our three hypotheses on trust. 

 
Table 1: Descriptive statistics on investments per treatment. 
 

Investment Average Median Standard deviation 

POSNEG 7.04 9 3.55 

POS 6.07 7 3.89 

NEG 7.11 10 3.68 

Note: In ECU. Median and standard deviation are on the individual level.  

 

 
6 We find no significant differences in age (Kruskal-Wallis test, p = 0.313) and gender (Fisher’s exact test, 
p = 0.254) between treatments.  
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Figure 2 conveys the average investments per period. In POSNEG and NEG investments are above 

those in POS in every period of the game, though the difference between POSNEG and POS in the 

very first period is only marginal. Indeed, considering the first period in isolation, we find no 

significant differences in investments between treatments.7 This is in keeping with our assumption 

of an indirect impact of reputation management on trust. In the first half of the experiment, solely 

the difference between NEG and POS is statistically significant.8 In the second half, both POSNEG 

and NEG show significantly higher average investments than POS.9 For all treatments, Figure 2 

suggests a typical endgame effect with relatively low investments in the last two periods. 

Comparing the last two periods with the average of the earlier periods, we find that the differences 

are not significant, though.10 

 

 

Figure 2: Average investments per period (by treatment). 

 
7 Individual level rank-sum tests: POSNEG vs POS, N = 105, p = 1.000; POSNEG vs NEG, N = 105,  
p = 0.297; POS vs NEG, N = 90, p = 0.377. 
8 Rank-sum-tests: POSNEG vs POS, p = 0.286; POSNEG vs NEG, p = 0.776; POS vs NEG, p = 0.042. 
9 Rank-sum-tests: POSNEG vs POS, p = 0.011; POSNEG vs NEG, p = 0.915; POS vs NEG, p = 0.004. 
10 Signed-rank tests: POSNEG, p = 0.136; POS, p = 0.051; NEG, p = 0.066. 
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Figure 3 provides the distribution of individual investment decisions. It reveals that more than half 

of the investments are either zero or 10 ECU. More concretely, it is the maximum investment of 

10 ECU that is chosen most often. The relative frequencies are 0.55 in NEG, 0.48 in POSNEG and 

0.44 in POS. The difference between NEG and POS is statistically significant, while the differences 

between POSNEG and POS and POSNEG and NEG are not.11 The relative frequencies of zero 

investments are 0.10 in POSNEG, 0.11 in NEG, and 0.15 in POS. The differences between these 

shares are not statistically significant.12 Note that the occurrence of zero investments might lead to 

an overestimation of the adverse effect of a positive bias on investments. The reason is that the 

reputation score that is presented to trustors does not differentiate between the no ratings that were 

actually given and no ratings that were automatically recorded. An automatically created no rating 

would be interpreted as a sign of untrustworthiness in POS, but as a sign of trustworthiness in NEG 

and as neutral information in POSNEG.  

 

 

Figure 3: Relative frequency of individual investments (by treatment). 

 
11 Rank-sum-tests: POSNEG vs POS, p = 0.117; POSNEG vs NEG, p = 0.270; POS vs NEG, p = 0.031. 
12 Rank-sum-tests: POSNEG vs POS, p = 0.126; POSNEG vs NEG, p = 0.498; POS vs NEG, p = 0.251. 
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Interestingly, we find no significant correlation between the trustors’ self-assessed degree of being 

risk-seeking and average investments on the population level.13 The self-assessment was part of 

the ex-post questionnaire. Following Dohmen et al. (2011), we asked the question: “Generally 

speaking, are you a risk seeking person?”. We used a 7-point Likert scale, with 1 = not risk seeking 

at all to 7 = very risk seeking. Our result is in keeping with what Houser et al. (2010) have found 

based on the Holt and Laury (2002) measure of risk attitudes. 

3.2. Trustworthiness 

Trustworthiness is measured by the relative returns of trustees. To calculate relative returns we 

divide the amount returned by the amount received. Table 2 reveals that, on average, we find the 

highest relative returns in NEG and the lowest in POS. Relative returns in POSNEG are in between 

and very close to those in NEG. Note that the level of trustworthiness that we measure is influenced 

by potentially untrustworthy trustees being taken out of the analysis since they do not receive an 

investment. However, as discussed in Section 3.1 on the distribution of investments, we do not 

observe significant differences in the shares of zero-investments across treatments and, therefore, 

no evidence of a distortion. We do not find a statistically significant difference in trustworthiness 

neither between POSNEG and POS (rank-sum test, p = 0.155) nor between POSNEG and NEG 

(rank-sum test, p = 0.569). However, we do find a significantly higher trustworthiness in NEG than 

in POS (rank-sum test, p = 0.031). Hence, we find evidence for two of the three hypotheses on 

trustworthiness.  

 

Table 2: Descriptive statistics on relative returns per treatment. 
 

Relative return Average Median Standard deviation 

POSNEG 0.51 0.50 0.197 

POS 0.46 0.50 0.228 

NEG 0.52 0.57 0.198 

Note: Median and standard deviation are on the individual level.  

 

 
13 Spearman’s rank correlation: p = 0.124. 
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Figure 4 shows the average relative return per period. It reveals that treatment effects, if they exist, 

are more pronounced in the first than in the second half of the experiment. In the first ten periods, 

average relative returns in NEG are above those in POSNEG in all but one and above those in POS 

in all rounds. Similarly, relative returns in POSNEG are above those in POS. Again, the difference 

between POS and NEG is statistically significant, while the other two differences are not.14 In the 

second half of the game, we cannot detect any significant treatment effect.15 An endgame effect 

with decreasing relative returns toward the end of the game is visible in all treatments. Comparing 

the last two periods—when the strategic value of reputation has vanished—with the average of the 

earlier periods, we find this endgame effect to be significant in POSNEG (signed-rank test, p = 

0.004) and in NEG (signed-rank test, p = 0.008), but insignificant in POS (signed-rank test, p = 

0.173). This might be seen as support of our theoretical consideration above that the strategic value 

of a favorable reputation (in the first 18 periods) is higher in POSNEG and in NEG than in POS, 

where any positive rating received can never be neutralized. Considering the first period in 

isolation, we find statistically significant differences in relative returns between POSNEG and POS 

(individual level rank-sum test, N = 101, p = 0.033) as well as NEG and POS (individual level 

rank-sum test, N = 89, p = 0.012), but not between POSNEG and NEG (individual level rank-sum 

test, N = 102, p = 0.517). This again, is in keeping with our theoretical assumption that reputation 

management impacts trustworthiness; trust is only indirectly affected. Recall that we found no 

significant difference in the trust exhibited in the first period. Additionally, in this period, we can 

detect no significant correlation between the investment of trustors and the relative returns of 

trustees on the individual level.16 This suggests that the first-round differences in trustworthiness 

between treatments are not caused by the differences in trust, but by the fear of receiving a negative 

rating being stronger than the desire for a positive rating.  

 

 
14 Rank-sum tests: POSNEG vs POS, p = 0.136; POSNEG vs NEG, p = 0.320; POS vs NEG, p = 0.015. 
15 Rank-sum tests: POSNEG vs POS, p = 0.155; POSNEG vs NEG, p = 0.887; POS vs NEG, p = 0.270. 
16 Individual level Spearman’s rank correlation: POSNEG, N = 57, p = 0.500; POS, N = 44, p = 0.462;  
NEG, N = 45, p = 0.138. 
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Figure 4: Average relative returns per period (by treatment). 

 

Figure 5 displays the distribution of individual relative returns. We consider several prominent 

levels of relative returns and the intervals in-between. Concretely, we focus on relative returns of 

one, two thirds, one half, one third and zero. The most important level is a relative return of two 

thirds of the amount received. This share implies that trustor and trustee have identical payoffs in 

this period. The relative frequency of such a relative return is 0.24 in POS, 0.20 in POS, and 0.38 

in NEG. The high share of trustees choosing this relative return in NEG suggests that trustees are 

eager to prevent a negative rating. On the population level, none of the differences between these 

relative frequencies are statistically significant, though.17 Furthermore, we observe a bulk of 

relative returns at the equal split of the amount received. A further spike is at one third, the share 

to exactly return the trustor’s investment. Finally, we consider a relative return of zero, which 

means a full exploitation of trust. Relative returns of more than two thirds, which would imply 

higher payoffs of trustors than of trustees, are very rare. 

 

 
17 Rank-sum tests: POSNEG vs POS, p = 0.500; POSNEG vs NEG, p = 0.088; POS vs NEG, p = 0.058. 
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Figure 5: Relative frequency of individual relative returns (by treatment).  

 

3.3. Ratings 

Ratings are the connecting element between trustworthiness and trust. The cumulative distributions 

of relative returns per rating and treatment can be found in the Appendix (Figure 8). Comparing 

the distribution functions of positive ratings in POS and POSNEG as well as those of negative 

ratings in NEG and POSNEG, we do not observe important differences. We do observe, though, 

that the distribution functions of no ratings largely differ between POS, POSNEG and NEG. To 

provide some analysis on statistical significance, we consider that a positive rating corresponds to 

an average relative return of 0.60 (median 0.59) in POSNEG and to a relative return of 0.58 (median 

0.57) in POS. The difference is not significant.18 A negative rating corresponds to an average 

relative return of 0.29 (median 0.33) in POSNEG and of 0.33 (median 0.33) in NEG. The difference 

is not significant.19 No rating in POSNEG corresponds to an average relative return of 0.44 (median 

0.44). No rating in POS corresponds to an average relative return of 0.29 (median 0.33). Finally, 

 
18 Rank-sum test: p = 0.722. 
19 Rank-sum test: p = 0.434. 
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no rating in NEG corresponds to an average relative return of 0.62 (median 0.67). All differences 

are statistically significant.20 

To summarize, only the distribution functions of no rating differ between treatments. This is due 

to the different meanings of no rating. In NEG, where no rating also comprises positive 

evaluations, a no rating is given for an average relative return of 0.62, which is about as high as 

the average relative return of 0.60 for which a positive rating is given in POSNEG. In POS, where 

no rating also comprises negative evaluations, a no rating is given for an average relative return of 

0.29, which corresponds to the average relative return for which a negative rating is given in 

POSNEG.  

 

Table 3: Average share of exhibited positive, nil, and negative ratings per treatment. 
 

 Positive rating No rating Negative rating 

POSNEG 0.624 0.182 0.193 

POS 0.557 0.443 n. p. 

NEG n. p. 0.744 0.256 

Note: It is not possible (n. p.) to receive negative ratings in POS or positive ratings in NEG.  

 

Table 3 displays the shares of positive, nil, and negative ratings as exhibited to trustors. Recall, that 

these ratings include the automatically created no ratings. Considering our baseline treatment 

POSNEG, we observe a large share of positive ratings and smaller shares of negative ratings or no 

ratings. We observe a lower share of positive ratings in POS than in POSNEG. This difference is 

not statistically significant, though.21 The lack of a negative rating option in POS apparently causes 

participants to give no rating instead. Similarly, in NEG, participants cannot give a positive rating; 

the best evaluation they may provide is a no rating. We observe a higher share of negative ratings 

in NEG than in POSNEG. The difference is statistically not significant, though.22  

 
20  Rank-sum test: POSNEG vs POS: p = 0.002; POSNEG vs POS: p = 0.001; POS vs NEG: p = 0.003. 
21 Rank-sum test: p = 0.177. 
22 Rank-sum test: p = 0.118. 
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Figure 6: Left side: Share of positive ratings per level of relative returns (by treatment). Right side: Share 
of negative ratings per level of relative returns (by treatment). Note: The size of the circles, squares, and 
triangles increases with the number of cases with such a trustworthiness level in each treatment. 
 

 

For a more detailed analysis of rating behavior, Figure 6 exhibits the share of positive ratings (left 

side) and negative ratings (right side) for each of the five levels of trustworthiness and the intervals 

in-between, as considered in Figure 5. The size of the circles, squares, and triangles increases with 

the number of cases with such a trustworthiness level in each treatment. We find that trustors tend 

to base their ratings on the relative returns of trustees. In POSNEG and POS, trustors give more 

often a positive rating the higher the relative return. In POSNEG and NEG, trustors give more 

often a negative rating the lower the relative return. Shares above 90 percent are reached, for 

positive ratings, at relative returns of two thirds and above in POSNEG and POS, and, for negative 

ratings, below relative returns of one third in POSNEG and NEG. In other words, the trustee can 

be ‘pretty sure’ to receive a positive rating, if she/he returns at least two thirds of the amount 

received. At the same time, the trustee can be ‘pretty sure’ to receive a negative rating, if she/he 

returns less than of one third. Note also that the trustee can be ‘pretty sure’ to avoid a negative 

rating, if she/he returns more than one half in POSNEG and at least two thirds in NEG. 
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Table 4: Multilevel mixed-effects logit regression on giving a positive rating (1) or  
negative rating (2) 

 

 (1) 
Positive rating 

(2) 
Negative rating 

Relative return 21.474*** 
(1.236) 

-21.283** 
(1.310) 

POS 0.626 
(0.458)  

NEG  1.709** 
(0.574) 

constant -9.619*** 
(0.655) 

7.814*** 
(0.650) 

level-3 variance 0.000 0.623 

level-2 variance 4.413 4.009 

N 1844 1882 
Note: Standard errors in parentheses. Reference category for POS and for NEG: POSNEG. Column 1 
regards treatments POSNEG and POS, Column 2 regards treatments POSNEG and NEG. * p < 0.05,  
** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001. 

 

Table 4 provides the results of a multilevel mixed-effects logit regressions on rating giving of 

trustors. The use of a multilevel approach seems inevitable given that observations are clustered in 

subjects and populations. Table 4, Colum 1 displays the determinants of giving a positive rating in 

POSNEG or POS. We find a significantly positive coefficient for Relative return, indicating that 

trustors indeed base their rating on the trustworthiness of trustees in these two treatments. However, 

controlling for Relative return, we do not find differences in positive rating giving between 

POSNEG and POS. Similarly, we analyze the determinants of giving a negative rating in POSNEG 

or NEG (Table 4, Column 2). Again, we find a significantly negative coefficient for Relative return. 

In addition, the treatment dummy for NEG has a significantly positive coefficient. Since we control 

for Relative return, this indicates that trustors are more willing to give a negative rating in NEG 

than in POSNEG. This suggests that the threshold for not giving a negative rating is higher in NEG 
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than in POSNEG. Recall that we do not observe such a difference for the giving of a positive rating, 

when we compare POSNEG and POS. 

Turning to the reaction of trustors to reputation scores, Figure 7 displays the average investments 

per shares of positive ratings (left side) and of negative ratings (right side) in reputation scores. 

We arbitrarily choose intervals of 0.1 for the share of positive/negative ratings.23 Again, the size 

of the circles, squares, and triangles increases with the number of cases with such a rating share in 

the treatment under consideration. We observe that investments are larger, the larger the share of 

positive ratings. Investments are smaller, the larger the share of negative ratings in the reputation 

scores. These observations indicate that ratings determine the investment level. 

 

  
Figure 7: Left side: Share of positive ratings (in intervals of 0.1) and the corresponding average investment 
(by treatment). Right side: Share of negative ratings (in intervals of 0.1) and the corresponding average 
investment (by treatment).  

 

We run multilevel mixed-effects regressions on the investment by trustors on the individual level. 

Table 5, Column (1) serves as a reference and confirms the adverse effect of a structural positive 

bias on investments: with POSNEG as the reference category, the coefficient of the treatment 

dummy POS is significantly negative. The coefficient of NEG is statistically not different from 

zero. Next, we add variables representing the reputation scores. Since, by design, reputation scores 

differ in their composition between treatments, we consider the comparisons of POSNEG and POS 

 
23 Note that not the shares but absolute numbers of ratings are visible to trustors. We use the intervals of 
shares for the purpose of illustration. 
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separately from the comparison of POSNEG and NEG. Column (2) in Table 5 displays the 

determinants of trustors’ investments in POSNEG and POS. It shows that trustors react to the 

reputation score of the respective trustee they are interacting with: the coefficient of the Share of 

positive ratings in the reputation score is significantly positive. Controlling for the Share of positive 

ratings, we do not find treatment differences between POSNEG and POS. The statistically 

insignificant coefficient of the POS dummy in Column (2) suggests that the differences in trust 

between POSNEG and POS are not driven by differences in trustor’s reactions to ratings between 

these treatments. The statistically insignificant interaction term in Column (3) confirms that trustors 

react to positive ratings similarly in POSNEG and POS. Table 5, Column (4) displays the 

determinants of investments in POSNEG and NEG. We find a significantly negative coefficient of 

the share of negative ratings but no significant treatment effect. Finally, the insignificant 

interaction term in Column (5) shows no differences in trustors’ reaction to negative ratings 

between POSNEG and NEG. 

To summarize, both the non-parametric analysis and the regression results suggest that trustors 

react to the share of positive and negative ratings, respectively. We find no differences of in this 

reaction, when we compare the behavior in POSNEG to the one in POS and NEG, respectively. 
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Table 5: Multilevel mixed-effects regression on investment 
 

Investment (1) (2)  (3) (4)  (5) 

POS 
-1.015** 
(0.379) 

-0.586 
(0.348) 

-0.768 
(0.414)   

Share of positive 
ratings 

 6.397*** 
(0.189) 

6.261*** 
(0.252)   

 

Share of positive 
ratings x POS 

 
 0.311 

(0.380)   
 

NEG 
0.039 

(0.379)   0.537 
(0.424) 

0.514 
(0.440) 

 

Share of negative 
ratings 

 
  -7.913*** 

(0.256) 
-7.963*** 

(0.355) 
 

Share of negative 
ratings x NEG 

 
   0.102 

(0.512) 
 

constant 
7.089*** 
(0.248) 

3.095*** 
(0.257) 

3.179*** 
(0.277) 

8.619*** 
(0.282) 

8.629*** 
(0.286) 

level-3 variance 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.265 0.265 

level-2 variance 3.134 2.769 2.776 2.951 2.951 

level-1 variance 10.567 6.575 6.571 6.612 6.612 

N 2850 1995 1995 1995 1995 

Note: Standard errors in parentheses. Only periods > 1 are considered. Reference category for POS and for 
NEG: POSNEG. Columns (2) and (3) regard treatments POSNEG and POS, Columns (4) and (5) regard 
treatments POSNEG and NEG. * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001. 
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3.4. Payoffs  

Considering the average payoff per round, we calculate that trustors (13.7 ECU) earn significantly 

less than trustees (19.8 ECU).24 We find that the treatments have an impact on the payoffs of 

trustors: their payoffs in POS (12.7 ECU) are significantly lower than of those in POSNEG (14.1 

ECU) and NEG (14.3 ECU).25 A payoff greater than 10 ECU in a round shows us that the 

investment was profitable, in the sense that the amount returned exceeded the amount invested. We 

find a significantly lower share of profitable rounds in POS (0.58) than in POSNEG (0.71) or NEG 

(0.70).26 The payoffs of trustees do not significantly differ between treatments.27  

Finally, we analyze whether the trustors’ payoff increases with trust. In POSNEG, higher average 

investments are significantly and positively correlated with higher payoffs (Spearman’s rank 

correlation: rho = 0.867, p = 0.000). For POS (p = 0.088) and NEG (p = 0.188) the correlation fails 

significance.  For trustees we detect no significant correlation between their average relative returns 

and their payoffs in POSNEG and POS, but a significantly negative correlation in NEG.28 

 

4. Conclusion 

Our theoretical considerations (including empirical and experimental evidence) as well as our 

experimental results demonstrate an adverse effect of a structural positive bias in reputation 

systems on trust: trustors’ investments are significantly lower in POS than in POSNEG or NEG. 

The system in NEG performs as well as the unrestricted system in POSNEG in that investments 

reach approximately the same level in both treatments. The analysis regarding the trustworthiness 

of trustees displays a similar picture in that the relative returns are significantly lower in POS than 

in NEG. The relative returns in POSNEG are between those in the two other treatments, but they 

are not significantly different from either of them.  Thus, we do not find an effect on trust of a 

structural negative bias in reputation systems. The treatment effects on trust and trustworthiness 

translate into differences in payoffs between treatments. The positive bias in POS leads, among the 

 
24 Rank-sum test: p = 0.000. 
25 Rank-sum tests: POSNEG vs POS, p = 0.039; POSNEG vs NEG, p = 0.972; POS vs NEG, p = 0.015. 
26 Fisher’s exact test: POSNEG vs POS, p = 0.000; POSNEG vs NEG, p = 0.467; POS vs NEG, p = 0.000. 
27 Rank-sum tests: POSNEG vs POS, p = 0.477; POSNEG vs NEG, p = 0.887; POS vs NEG, p = 0.423. 
28 Spearman’s rank correlation: POSNEG: p = 0.146; POS: p = 0.380; NEG: rho = -0.833, p = 0.002). 
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three treatments, to the lowest payoffs of trustors and thus to the largest inequality between market 

sides. 

Fisher et al. (2018) suggest that we can apply our results also to five-star rating systems. They find 

evidence that customers think in categories of positive ratings (four or five stars) and negative 

ratings (one or two stars). We do not intend to advocate the restriction of rating options, when there 

is no need to do so. The negative reputation system has some important downsides. Trustees have 

only a limited possibility to reconcile their reputation score after a negative rating. Trustors do not 

receive information that might be relevant for them. Unfortunately, our experimental design does 

not allow any inference on how this restricted information transmission is affecting beliefs. 

Nevertheless, our analysis highlights the high value of negative ratings.  

There are several potential ways to combat a positive bias and to motivate customers to truthfully 

give a negative rating, when they are unsatisfied. As described by Bolton et al. (2013) and Klein et 

al. (2016) it is of importance that costumers need not fear a seller’s retaliation. Furthermore, not 

providing a rating should be made visible as no rating or a neutral rating. In order to impede fake 

rating only costumers that have been involved in a transaction should be allowed to evaluate 

(Mayzlin et al., 2013) and reviews might be sorted with respect to usefulness by automatic software 

(as, for example, used by YELP). Costumers should be able to easily report any attempt of sellers 

to prevent a negative rating.  It might be considered to reduce the identifiability of raters, since a 

possible identification seems to promote the transmission of positive but not of negative signals 

(Rockenbach and Sadrieh, 2012). Negative ratings might be framed in a more positive way. By 

officially linking the best rating (e.g., five of five stars) to a “normal” quality, any intermediate 

rating is a criticism framed in a more positive way. Finally, we want to highlight the importance of 

designing a closed market in the sense that participants do not have the possibility to leave the 

market and return with new identities. Yamagishi and Matsuda (2002) conduct a market experiment 

in which the true quality of a seller’s product is private information. They find that in an open 

market a positive reputation system with a range of ratings from 0 (neutral) to very good (+2) leads 

to more trustworthy behavior of sellers than a negative system with ratings from -2 (very negative) 

to 0 (neutral). This is due to the observation that sellers with highly negative reputation scores tend 

to rejoin the market with a new identity. The results of Yamagishi and Matsuda (2002) emphasize 
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the importance of solving the re-entry problem through measures like demanding an entry fee or 

using cryptographic identifiers, as suggested by Friedman and Resnick (2001).  
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Appendix 

  

 

Figure 8: Cumulative distribution of relative returns corresponding to a positive rating (upper left), a 
negative rating (upper right) and no rating (lower left), per treatment. 
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